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ABSTRACT

One class of models for the early history of the Earth requires the present-day inventory
of siderophile elements in the mantle to have been established by equilibrium partitioning
between core-forming metal and mantle minerals at high pressures and temperatures deep
inside the Earth. We have accordingly carried out reconnaissance experiments on the par-
titioning of nickel between model lower mantle magnesiowüstite (Mg9 5 85 and 1.3 wt%
NiO) and a model core-forming alloy, Fe94Ni6 (;7 wt% Ni) at pressures between 1–40
GPa and temperatures ranging from 1200 8C to .2000 8C. Reversal experiments were also
attempted. Our results highlight the difficulty of attaining equilibrium partitioning in this
system and imply that partition coefficients derived from unreversed experiments should
accordingly be viewed with reservation. Our data nevertheless imply that the concentration
of NiO in lower mantle magnesiowüstite in equilibrium with core-forming metal with ;7
wt% Ni would be extremely low, e.g., about 0.2 wt% NiO. Moreover, equilibrium seems
to be fairly insensitive to the effects of either pressure or temperature, and so it is unlikely
that magnesiowüstite could acquire 1.3 wt% NiO simply by equilibrating with core-form-
ing metal under special high P-T conditions early in Earth history. Alternative hypotheses
for the present-day siderophile element inventory of the mantle are accordingly preferred.

INTRODUCTION

The upper-mantle inventory of siderophile elements
places important boundary conditions on the early history
of the Earth and the formation of its metallic core. Ab-
solute abundances of elements such as Ni are much high-
er than would be expected if the upper mantle had equil-
ibrated with an Fe-rich metal phase during core formation
at moderately high temperatures, e.g., ;2000 8C. The
highly siderophile elements (Re, Os, Ir, Ru, Rh, Pt, Pd,
and Au) are likewise overabundant, being present in the
upper mantle at concentrations corresponding to about
0.4% of C1 abundances (Chou 1978). These are much
higher than would be expected on the basis of low pres-
sure iron-silicate partition equilibria. Moreover, the co-
herence within this highly siderophile group, namely their
chondritic relative abundances, similarly precludes any
low-pressure history of metal-silicate equilibration (Ring-
wood 1989; O’Neill 1991).

These considerations have led to three general classes
of hypothesis for the early history of the Earth. One class
of model recognizes that the chondritic relative abun-
dances of highly siderophile elements require that metal-
silicate equilibration be prevented in some manner at a
late stage of accretion. The preferred model of Ringwood
(1989) invoked kinetic effects, with some of the oxidized
carbonaceous chondritic component in the proto-Earth
being prevented from equilibration with core-forming
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metal so that its siderophile inventory was later redistrib-
uted homogeneously throughout the mantle. Other work-
ers (Turekian and Clark 1969; Wänke 1981; O’Neill
1991) appealed to the late accretion of oxidized chon-
dritic material onto the newly formed Earth after the core
had segregated. Metal-silicate equilibration thus ceases
late in the accretion process and does not occur thereafter.
In most of these hypotheses, however, the observed over-
abundance of nickel oxide in the upper mantle is estab-
lished by complex, multistage processes (e.g., O’Neill
and Palme 1997).

A second class of models calls upon inefficient metal
extraction during the core-forming process (Arculus and
Delano 1981; Jones and Drake 1986). O’Neill (1991) suc-
cinctly addressed the fatal weakness of such scenarios.
Implausibly large quantities of H2O (or CO2) must some-
how be introduced into the mantle to convert the metallic
residues into their present-day form of oxidized species.

A third class of hypotheses usually skirts the issue of
chondritic relative abundances of highly siderophile ele-
ments and simply advocates that metal-silicate equilibra-
tion at high pressures and temperatures is substantially
different from that observed at low pressures. The ob-
served concentration of nickel oxide in the upper mantle
is thus attributed to equilibration between core-forming
metal and mantle minerals deep inside the Earth (Ura-
kawa et al. 1987; Urakawa 1991). Some models even
invoke ultrahigh temperatures arising from (postulated)
global melting of the early Earth to alter the partition


